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INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE
Social dialogue is defined by the ILO to include all types of negotiation, consultation or
simply exchange of information between, or among, representatives of governments,
employers and workers, on issues of common interest relating to economic and social
policy. It can exist as a tripartite process, with the government as an official party
to the dialogue or it may consist of bipartite relations only between employers or
their organizations and trade unions (or workers’ representatives at the level of the
undertakings).
Social dialogue is both a means to achieve decent work by strengthening democratic
decision-making and an end in itself. Although social dialogue practices may differ from
country to country, freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to
collective bargaining constitute both key prerequisites to effective social dialogue, and
fundamental human rights.
The main aim of social dialogue is to improve the quality of decisions and policies
through the involvement of the main stakeholders in the world of work, notably
employers, workers and their representatives. Successful social dialogue institutions
and processes have the potential to resolve important economic and social issues,
deal with crises -such as COVID-19- encourage good governance and social peace,
reduce inequality and promote growth.
Social dialogue may take different forms. At national level as well as other levels
tripartite dialogue allows government, business and employers and workers and
their representatives, to seek solutions on issues of common interest, as equal and
independent partners.
Collective bargaining allows an employer, or a group of employers, on the one hand, and
one or more workers’ organizations on the other, to jointly determine working conditions
and terms of employment, regulate relations between employers and workers, and/or
regulate relations between employers or their organizations and workers’ organizations.
This unique and distinct form of social dialogue plays a key role in the governance of
the labour market. Collective bargaining can takes place at many levels (international,
national, sectoral, enterprise or territorial level).
At the enterprise level, the interaction between workers’ representatives can also
take place through workplace cooperation. Workplace cooperation is understood as
consultation and cooperation between employers and workers on matters of mutual
concern not within the scope of collective bargaining machinery. For example, safety
and health committees can play an important role at the workplace.
In addition, jointly designed grievance mechanisms can also play a key role in
preventing the escalation of conflict and promoting a climate of mutual understanding
in the workplace.
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There is no “one size fits all” model of social dialogue that can be readily exported from
one context to another. Indeed, there is a rich diversity in institutional arrangements,
legal frameworks, traditions and practices of social dialogue throughout the world.
Adapting social dialogue to specific situations is key to ensuring well-adapted solutions
which enjoy full ownership by the main labour market actors, as well as sustainability
of the process itself.
This e-Academy provides a unique opportunity for participants to build knowledge and
skills on the different forms of and approaches to social dialogue and industrial relations,
and how these can shape effective responses to contemporary global challenges.

OBJECTIVES
This e-Academy on Social Dialogue and Industrial Relations will develop participants’
knowledge and skills to engage in successful social dialogue at all levels.

WHO ATTENDS THIS COURSE?
The e-Academy is aimed at:
• Officials from Ministries of Labour
• Officials from other Ministries (Finance, Social Security, Education, Gender, social
policies, etc.);
• Representatives from employers’ organizations;
• Representatives from workers’ organizations;
• Workers’ and employers’ representatives of works councils and similar institutions
at the level of a single undertaking or at corporate group;
• Members and staff of national tripartite bodies, and other social dialogue
institutions, such as members of the International Association of Economic and
Social Councils and Similar Institutions (AICESIS);
• Personnel from institutions involved in promoting social dialogue (including
academic, research institutions, non-governmental organizations);
• ILO officials;
• Parliamentarians, community leaders, civil society and other stakeholders in
society (e.g. development banks, international financial institutions).
Note: As an organization dedicated to fundamental human rights and social justice,
the ILO is taking a leading role in international efforts to promote gender equality and
non-discrimination. In line with this focus, women candidates and candidates from
minority groups are especially welcome.
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KEY PRINCIPLES AROUND THE E-ACADEMY
•

•
•

•
•

•

Participants can select their own training paths and the type of certificate they wish
to receive. Participants can receive either an ITCILO certificate of participation or
an ITCILO certificate of achievement.
Certificate of participation is awarded to all participants that attend at least five of
the plenary sessions and at least four track sessions.
If participants wish to apply for the certificate of achievement, participants have to
complete all plenary sessions + 4 track sessions+ submit an essay. Participants
can decide at any time the time of certificate they wish to achieve (i.e. they can
validate their learning even after the session)
Completion of a session is done through quizzes and exercise.
From Monday to Thursday, each participant shall have the opportunity to
participate in a live online training sessions in French or English with or without
interpretation every day.
All sessions are recorded and posted on the platform a few hours after they have
taken place for asynchronous training.

STRUCTURE OF THE COURSE
The e-Academy will comprise plenary sessions. Plenary sessions will last one hour and
a half and will be delivered in English and French with interpretation. Together with
preliminary and complimentary reading, each plenary session accounts for 4 hours of
learning.
All tracks will be made of two or three sessions of 1 hour 30 minutes.
Together with preliminary and complimentary reading all track sessions (independently
of the number of sessions) will account for 8 hours of learning.
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INFO
F O R F U RT H E R I N F O R M AT I O N
P L E A S E C O N TA C T
International Training Centre of the ILO
Programme on Social Protection,
Governance and Tripartism (SPGT)
Viale Maestri del Lavoro, 10
10127 Turin – Italy
spgt@itcilo.org
www.itcilo.org

COURSE CODE: A9713729
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